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I have had a nasty hacker on my back for over 8 years, who seeks to destroy my business. In LinkedIn, he
does this by blocking Advertising and Disabling the Publish link, while having it appear as though I am
using an obsolete browser...The techs have never been able to resolve any of it, it’s all just been swept
under the rug, showing closed support cases. Below is the last page of 3.

Below is the disabled Publish link, it is not dependent on content, nor browser, but a permanent fixture
at least while I am in the US. The publish link does not work on ANY browser; it is a faded light blue to
indicate it has been disabled. Such messages are intentionally misleading, to throw off low-intelligence
support people who persist requesting the same proof over and over, without reading the history.
Most take me for an imbecile, when in fact they are the highly credulous ones, with below-average
intelligence. I have provided the browser numbers, and they are not what the error message reads, just

as I have updated my billing info, after the same hacker put through some fraudulent charges on my
card and the issuer insisted on issuing a new card.

In 2013, this hacker breached Adobe security to steal source codes from several servers running its
software. I believe this is the source of the problem, which your techs have never been able to resolve
since July 2014. On three occasions they have published the links provided on the support page. The
incidents I report cannot be replicated on your end, as the hacking is targeted at me only. In Europe, I
was able to publish several times, then that was blocked as well. The only way I can share my insights
with groups is via a Published article. A slew of these incompetent fools persist in denying me access to
groups.
If you take a look at my followers, you will see that they include some of the brightest and most highly
regarded business leaders. These include Mark Farber, the infamous Hong Kong money manager, and

David Perales, President of the Foundation for the Study of Cycles, who has endorsed me in every
possible category. Besides those in my industry there are scientists from the former Soviet Union,
Europe and China, along with many others who seek insights into investing in a Bear Market, that only
I can provide.
Please allow me to introduce myself. I am the 2015 Timer of the Year with a verified return of 34%
versus the S&P’s flat performance for the year, employing long/short signals for the unlevered S&P only.
I achieve such bear market excellence via a highly evolved version of the Elliott Wave Principle, New
Wave Elliott. If not for hacking by this same individual, I would hold this distinction continuously since
2009, when I achieved the top all-time record for portfolio performance in a single year, by anyone.
What’s more, you are missing out from my advertising revenue, which would drop right to the bottom
line. In other words, this hacking impacts not just my business and my follower’s investments, but also
LinkedIn’s advertising revenues.
After a week of providing the same screenshots and showing the exact version of the browsers I am
using, they persist in irresponsible behavior which is seriously affecting business. Instead of having the
same tech see the support project through to the end, each support request is replied to by a different,
incompetent person.
After a week of sending a slew of screenshots to 6-7 different incompetent and close-minded techs am a
dead end. I need an executive order telling them to Publish without questioning.
This link was provided on January 16th and still has no action.
http://www.exceptional-bear.com/resources/The+Big+Picture+Bear+Market+Rally+++our+Allocation+and+Positioning+Jan+18$2C+2016.pdf
The title is: The Big Picture Bear Market RALLY back to the TOP
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The links I requested publish are now STALE, no longer is it news which can be used to gain market
advantage nor the profit available a week ago. I am not asking you to report the issue to the FBI, nor
making you financially responsible for upholding the integrity of your site, as should be properly done,
nor to does my request demand a high level tech to fix the issue, just simply to take 5 minutes to
publish the links as I submit them in a timely fashion.
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